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A. Use a static code analyzer
B. Run the binary in an application sandbox
C. Employ a fuzzing utility
D. Manually review the binary in a text editor
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You have an Azure subscription that contains the virtual
machines shown in the following table.
You deploy a load balancer that has the following
configurations:
* Name: LB1
* Type: Internal
* SKU: Standard
* Virtual network: VNET1
You need to ensure that you can add VM1 and VM2 to the backend
pool of LB1.
Solution: You create a Standard SKU public IP address,
associate the address to the network interface of VM1, and then
stop VM2.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
A Backend Pool configured by IP address has the following
limitations:
* Standard load balancer only
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/backend-po
ol-management

NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to build an A) solution that will be shared between
several developers and customers.
You plan to write code, host code, and document the runtime all
within a single user experience.
You build the environment to host the solution.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence next? To
answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Step 1: Create an Azure Machine Learning Studio workspace

Step 2: Create a notebook
You can manage notebooks using the UI, the CLI, and by invoking
the Workspace API.
To create a notebook
* Click the Workspace button Workspace Icon or the Home button
Home Icon in the sidebar. Do one of the following:
Next to any folder, click the Menu Dropdown on the right side
of the text and select Create &gt; Notebook.
Create Notebook
In the Workspace or a user folder, click Down Caret and select
Create &gt; Notebook.
2. In the Create Notebook dialog, enter a name and select the
notebook's primary language.
3. If there are running clusters, the Cluster drop-down
displays. Select the cluster to attach the notebook to.
4. Click Create.
Step 3: Create a new experiment
Create a new experiment by clicking +NEW at the bottom of the
Machine Learning Studio window. Select EXPERIMENT &gt; Blank
Experiment.
References:
https://docs.azuredatabricks.net/user-guide/notebooks/notebookmanage.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/service
/quickstart-run-cloud-notebook
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